Preparing for the coming wave of consolidation in midstream oil and gas

Falling oil and gas prices have put the brakes on the infrastructure supercycle and highlighted the imperative for M&A among midstream companies in North America.
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The rapid growth of oil and gas production in North America between 2009 and 2014 spurred a cycle of historic demand for midstream infrastructure: the gathering, processing and pipelines that bring crude or natural gas liquids from the wellhead to distribution centers or refineries. For midstream companies, capital expenditure as a percentage of enterprise value increased from 15% between 2004 and 2007 to about 75% for projects forecast between 2013 and 2015. To fund this expansion, the number of master limited partnerships (MLPs) exploded, with market capitalization increasing from $60 billion in 2005 to more than $350 billion by 2014. In this infrastructure supercycle, midstream companies were sprinting to catch up with the shale gas and tight oil supply shocks, and to alleviate bottlenecks.

However, the dramatic fall in oil and gas prices beginning in the summer of 2014 has changed the trajectory of midstream. Oil and natural gas prices have fallen by half, which leaves North American operators with about $90 billion less to invest in production growth. As a result, upstream operators have cut capital expenditures for 2015 by 15% to 20%, with more cuts likely. Rigs have been idled, and production growth will slow. US crude and condensate production was forecast to grow by 2 million barrels per day, up to a total of more than 10 million barrels per day, between 2014 and 2016, but analysts have cut projections by 60% to 70%, to only 400,000 to 700,000 barrels per day. Midstream companies may continue to invest in their Capex commitments through 2015, and some valuations still reflect investors’ expectations for rapid growth. But 2015 could be the peak, and we expect Capex to slow by 2016. As midstream companies learn more about operators’ Capex cuts and reduce their own capital plans accordingly, equity valuations will likely come under pressure.

Against this backdrop, we see midstream companies taking immediate action to lower costs and defer Capex. But executives should not lose sight of the opportunity this downturn presents to establish and extend leadership positions. Experience in other sectors in oil and gas, including exploration and production (E&P) and oilfield services, and in other industries shows that downturns create extraordinary threats and opportunities, often reshuffling the leader board. Bain found that during the 2001–2003 downturn, sustained value creators across industries grew their earnings 4.5 times faster than their peers, compared with only 1.5 times faster during the subsequent economic growth cycle through 2008. The gains or losses built during these periods tend to endure, with major gains more likely to be sustained through the next boom cycle. Preparing for bold moves such as game-changing acquisitions and partnerships can help unlock new growth. In midstream, we see three groups of players that should be preparing for this next phase: established leaders, financially strong competitors and followers.

The coming wave of M&A

Four trends signal an approaching wave of consolidation among midstream players.

- **Rapid growth slowing for large midstream companies.** Strong growth and a proven record for distributable cash flow growth—at least 5% to 7% as a minimum and up to 15% growth for leaders—have buoyed midstream companies’ valuations and returns to shareholders (see Figure 1). But as we come to the end of the rapid growth cycle, investors will adjust their expectations and valuations will decline. With fewer organic growth opportunities, midstream executives will look to M&A.

- **Fragmented industry.** The boom of recent years drew new capital into the sector as upstream companies spun off their midstream operations. As a result, the number of midstream companies increased rapidly, with 104 publicly traded MLPs launched between 2005 and 2014, compared with 37 in the prior 10 years (1995 to 2004).

- **Consolidation phase in many basins.** As revenue pools decrease, companies create value by building scale and reducing costs. Some of the largest basins, such as Fayetteville and Barnett, have already passed the rapid capital build-out phase and have entered a period in which assets are being managed for cash. Similar trends are unfolding throughout North American shale plays.
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**Figure 7:** A record of growth in distributable cash flow lifts total shareholder returns, but as less cash flows, returns and valuations will dip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annualized total shareholder returns (from IPO to Q1 2014)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Financial models coming under pressure.** As prices drop, valuations decline, joint ventures dry up and investment distribution models become less sustainable with high investment distribution rights requirements.

- **Financial resources.** Equity markets are tightening, with valuations falling for gas processors as well as for companies with commodity exposure, declining growth prospects or assets close to the wellhead, which have indirect exposure to crude price fluctuations.

- **Strategic position.** Companies must assess their strategic position for each basin in which they work. As operators curtail Capex, midstream companies will feel the heat in their operations in the more expensive areas—those with complex geology, water challenges or other complications. For example, in the Bakken, which is better positioned than most non-OPEC plays at $50 per barrel, all plays in Tier 3 and most in Tier 2 will become unprofitable, leading companies to focus on Tier-1 opportunities.

- **Established leaders** are looking to extend their strong strategic positions, but even they are likely to encounter some challenges in the capital markets as they try to fund transactions. As buyers evaluate which assets to target, they should consider deals that do one of three things to create synergy.

- **Enhance scale or scope in a basin** by expanding along the value chain and integrating those acquisitions with their existing asset base to provide...
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**Figure 2:** M&A screening should consider the strategic positioning of midstream assets located in top-tier regions

Map of the Bakken formation in Montana and North Dakota: Most midstream assets are already concentrated in the core

---

a more comprehensive end-to-end solution to their customers, the operators. For example, they might add fractionation and export in a basin where they already have gathering and processing assets. Any analysis will have to consider the current level of midstream infrastructure in top-tier regions of basins (see Figure 2).

- **Create potential for future growth** by taking a longer-term view on oil and gas prices, building a portfolio of positions in multiple regions that could be profitable with oil prices in the $60 to $70 range. Many of the larger midstream companies, recognizing the geological uncertainty of shale plays, have established positions in multiple basins.

- **Pursue entity-level transactions**—that is, buy whole companies or complete operational units to build scale and reduce total costs per unit of production through lower procurement and lower selling, general and administrative costs.

Historically, equity has been a key source of M&A financing for midstream companies. As midstream companies grew using MLP models, their investment distribution rights drove outsized profits for their general partners. However, for some of the largest midstream companies, this model is becoming a financial burden. As the portion of income distributed through investment distribution rights grows, the cost of equity increases and the company becomes less competitive. Empirical evidence suggests these distribution rights can account for as much as 2% in the cost of equity difference. Given the importance of equity in M&A financing, several companies have taken steps to improve the cost of equity by either eliminating these rights, resetting their values or restructuring to traditional corporations.

**Financially strong players** may not be as competitive in their basins, but they have access to low-cost capital and other capabilities. The strategic imperative for these companies is to establish leadership positions in core areas by taking several actions.
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- **Choose and develop basins** to aggressively establish leadership positions. Whereas established leaders will integrate vertically, financially strong players should build up horizontal elements of a value chain first, usually by acquiring assets rather than whole companies. They can find opportunities from E&P companies that may be divesting their midstream assets to shore up their balance sheets and cash flow, or by consolidating assets from other midstream companies with smaller positions, targeting those that will help them expand their systems and take advantage of network effects.

- **Protect and grow customers**, pricing not only for today, but also for the future. Segmenting customers and identifying their key needs helps companies focus their investments while building trust and confidence during turmoil. In particular, this is an opportunity to extend relationships with E&P customers who face their own uncertainties.

- **Keep the core tight** by managing performance and complexity. While companies in this group typically don’t have to enforce financial discipline, they should not waste a good crisis. They should tighten up general and administrative expenses and the supply chain, and ensure that new growth doesn’t add unnecessary costs or complexity.

**Followers**, the third group, include companies that need to strengthen their strategic positions by focusing on their core assets and reducing costs.

- **Focus on core assets** by shedding fringe positions. This also will shore up the balance sheet and improve cash flow.

- **Reduce costs and complexity**—but be sure to preserve key capabilities and avoid cutting too deeply. Opportunities vary, but most companies start by simplifying administrative costs and move out from there to other areas. Carefully managing supply chains can yield savings of more than 10%. Renegotiating supplier contracts can reduce procurement expenses by up to 40%. Inventory management remains crucial: During the boom, speed was essential; now cost is king, so consider reusing and selling back equipment. Manage demand for new equipment and extend the life of current equipment to the extent that safety rules allow. Finally, enforce compliance with purchasing and use guidelines, which are often overlooked during boom times.

Executives should remember that experience matters a lot in M&A, and those who develop a repeatable model for implementing their deal strategies generally come out winners. This includes developing a deal thesis, a detailed rationale for the agreement and terms of success. Successful dealmakers conduct the proper financial, commercial and technical due diligence and then rigorously manage synergy targets.

In the current price environment, executives instinctually focus on cost reduction. It may be difficult to draw back from the moment’s price fluctuations and look at the bigger picture. But long-term success in midstream depends now on shifting course and taking advantage of this moment to improve strategic position for the years ahead.
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